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1. INTRODUCTION

THERE are two kinds of differences between reciprocal crosses once sex-
linkage and preferential segregation have been ruled out by appropriate
breeding tests. These are transient and persistent maternal (or paternal)
effects. Differences in the maternal environment can give rise to transient
reciprocal differences. Such differences are known in the animal kingdom
where they have been traced to differences in the maternal genotypes (see,
for example, Barnes, 1968; Fulker, 1970; Mather and Jinks, 1971). Per-
sistent reciprocal differences usually arise through unequal contributions of
cytoplasmic determinants from the female and male gametes to the zygote.
Such differences are prevalent in the plant kingdom. They often resemble
differences at a single gene locus since only a single major function is affected
(see Jinks, 1964, for a review).

A more unusual kind of reciprocal difference found in Nicotiana rustica
is reported in this paper. The difference while transient persists over three
generations; it affects only metrical characters such as final height and
flowering time which are continuously varying characters in this material
and its magnitude is environmentally dependent. While it has many
similarities to recently reported examples of maternally inherited differences
in clonally reproducing plants (Beddows, Breese and Lewis, 1962; Hayward
and Breese, 1968) and in maize (Garwood, Weber, Lambert and Alexander,
1970; Bhat and Dhawan, 1971) its inheritance has a number of unique
features.

2. DETECTION OF RECIPROCAL DIFFERENCES

The data are taken from generations obtained by crossing long inbred
varieties 2 and 12 of .N rustica grown in each of 18 environments consisting
of one or more independent experiments (sowings) in each of nine years.
All of the F1 and some of the generations derived from it by selfing, sib-
mating and back-crossing are available as reciprocal families. Two charac-
ters have been recorded, flowering time (in days after an arbitary date) and
final height (in centimetres from 1968 onwards and conversions to this scale
from inches for earlier years). For each character the differences between
the means of the reciprocal F1 families (l2x2—2x 12), the standard
errors of these differences and their significances are given in table 1. For
flowering time 12 of the 18 differences between the means of reciprocal
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crosses are significant (POO5) and 11 of these significant differences are
positive (12x2>2x 12). For final height, 11 are significant and 9
are again positive. An analysis of variance of the differences between the
reciprocal crosses shows that they vary significantly in magnitude over the
18 environments (P <0.001 for both characters). That is, they interact
with the environments.

TABLE 1

Differences between the family means, their standard errors and signicances for the flowering times and final heights
of the two reciprocal F,s obtained from crosses between inbred varieties 2 and 12 of Nicotiana rustica when
grown in 18 environments

Flowering time Final height

F1(12x2) F1(12x2)
Environment Year Sowing —F1(2 x 12) S.E. d.f. P —F1(2 x 12) S.E. di. P

1 1951 —13 275 16 n.s. —1'0 3•20 16 n.s.
2 1952 51 2l9 16 * — 13•9 6•l0 16 *
3 1953 —10•2 1•96 16 *** —l29 460 16 **
4 1955 17 1•14 16 n.s. 29 673 16 u.s.
5 1956 90 4•10 24 * 2l6 858 23 *
6 1967 2•9 30l 32 n.s. 302 624 32
7 1968 1 l59 3•22 18 *** 42 3•74 18 n.s.
8 2 22 3O6 18 n.s. 143 551 18 *
9 3 52 2•18 18 * 173 658 18 *

10 4 06 239 18 n.s. 7•6 274 18 *
11 5 9.7 181 18 *** 9.4 339 18 *
12 6 92 3O4 17 ** 141 688 17 1

13 7 9.5 34 18 ** 142 450 18 **
14 1969 1 13 036 196 *** —04 l•49 195 n.s.
15 2 5•0 075 196 * 97 223 196 ***
16 1970 1 —05 153 36 n.s. 4•3 4•39 36 n.s.
17 2 49 1•30 56 *** 22 3•74 56 n.s.
18 3 1•9 087 36 * 4.Q 245 36 u.s.

n.s. Probability is non-significant.
t Probability = 005.
* Probability = 00l-005; ** Probability = 000l-001; *** Probability = 0001.

In table 2 the magnitude and sign of the reciprocal difference in each
environment is compared with the magnitude and sign of the corresponding
difference between the parental varieties (12 —2). Two values of the latter

are given for each reciprocal difference. These are the parental difference
for the environment in which the F1 families were grown and for the environ-
ment in which the F1 crosses were made. While the two estimates of the
parental difference, corresponding with each difference between reciprocal
F1 families, often differ in magnitude they agree in sign except for one
character in one environment (final height, environment 1). If the difference
between reciprocal crosses results from each family resembling its maternal
more than its paternal parent, it should have the same sign as the difference
between its parents. This is so for final height in the majority of environ-
ments but it is not so for flowering time (table 2). Thus in most environ-
ments there is a maternal effect on final height but what appears to be a
paternal effect on flowering time.
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TABLE 2

Djfferences between reciprocal F1 cro ssesfo? flowering time andfinal height toicen from table 1 compared with the correspond-
ing differences between their parental varieties (P12— P2) for the same environment in which the F1 cross was
made (I) and for the environment in which the F1 cross was grown (II)

Flowering time Final height

F1(12x2) P12—P2 P12—P2 F1(12x2) P12—P2 P12—P2
Environment Year Sowing —F1(2x 12) I II —F1(2x 12) I II

1 51 —1-3 —11-8 —4-8 —1-0 —3-0 36-6
2 52 5-1 —4-8 —0-7 —13-9 36-6 45-2
3 53 — 10-2 —0-7 — 10-3 — 12-9 45-2 40•0
4 55 1-7 * —6-0 2-9 * 54.5
5 56 9-0 —6-0 —14-7 21-6 54-5 22-4
6 57 2-9 —14-7 —7-6 30-2 22-4 28-4
7 68 1 15-9 —7-6 —21-0 4-2 16-1 29-9
8 2 2-2 —22-I —16-6 14-3 16-1 48-8
9 3 5-2 —22-1 —11-8 17-3 16-1 35-1

10 4 0-6 —22-1 —12-6 7-6 16-1 47-6
11 5 9-7 —22-1 —22-6 9-4 16-1 30-1
12 6 9-2 —22-1 —11-0 14-1 16-1 43-2
13 7 9-5 —22-1 —7-5 14-2 16-! 41-6
14 69 1 1-S —18-5 —16-8 —0-4 48-6 36-9
15 2 5-0 —18-5 —26-5 9-7 48-6 38-4
16 70 1 —0-5 —39-2 —0-7 —4-3 37-1 32-0
17 2 4-9 —39-2 —25-2 2-2 37-1 25-4
18 3 1-9 —39-2 —16-4 —4-0 37-1 29-9

* Parental scores not known for the environment in which these F1 reciprocal crosses were made.

3. FURTHER GENERATIONS

Further generations derived from the reciprocal F1 families by selfing,
sib-mating and back-crossing are available for all environments except 1951
and the seven sowings in 1968. In 1955, 1957 and sowings 1 and 3 in 1970
the further generations are confined to reciprocal F2 families and in 1952
and 1953 to these and the reciprocal first back-crosses. For the remaining
four environments, namely 1956, sowings 1 and 2 in 1969 and sowing 2 in
1970 there is an extensive range of additional generations many of which
are available reciprocally (table 3). We can, therefore, pursue the detection
and analysis of the reciprocal differences found in the F1 in a number of
directions.

(i) The further generations which have been identically bred from the
reciprocal F1 families can be examined for evidence of the persistence of
the difference found between the reciprocal F1 families.

(ii) The other generations which have been made reciprocally can be
examined for differences between the reciprocal families.

(iii) Models of the expected means of the further generations can be
derived assuming the presence and absence of maternal or paternal inheri-
tance and assuming that the difference between the reciprocal crosses per-
sists or do not persist in the grandprogeny and great-grandprogeny, etc.
Examination of the models will then provide tests of these assumptions and
the model fitting, estimates of the components of the means.

2A2
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(1) Persistence of the reciprocal difference

The signs and significances of the differences between families which
have been identically bred from the different reciprocal F1 families are
given for final height and flowering time in tables 3 and 4, respectively.

TABLE 3

Tests of sign fficance of the differences in final height between families of the same generation but derived
from different reciprocal F, families. The sign of the difference and its sign fficance are given
(symbols as for table 1)

Generation
A

Environment F2 B, B2 F3 F2 x P,2 F2 x P2 F2 x F, F2bip
1952 —n.s. +** +n.s.
1953 +n.s. —n.s. +n.s.
1955 —n.s. — — — — — —
1956 +n.s. — — +n.s. +n.s. —n.s. +n.s.
1959 —n.s. — — — — — —
1969 1 —n.s. — — + + +n.s.

2 —n.s. — — +* +n.s. +**
1970 1 —n.s. — — — — — — —

2 —n.s. — — +n.s. +** +n.s. —n.s. +n.s.
3 +n.s. — — — — — —

TABLE 4

Tests of sign j/kance of the djfferences in flowering time between families of the same generation but
derived from different reciprocal F, families. The sign of the dffference and its significance are
given (symbols as for table 1)

Generation

Environment F2 B, B2 F3 F2 x P,2 F2 x P2 F, x F, F2bip

1952 —n.s. +n.s. On.s.
1953 +n.s. —n.s. —n.s.
1955 +* — — — — — —
1956 +n.s. — — On.s. —n.s. —n.s. —n.e. —
1957 +n.s. — — — — — — —
1969 1 —n.s. — — +*** +n.s. +n.s. —n.e. —

2 +n.s. — — + —n.s. —n.s.
1970 1 —* — — — — — — —

2 —n.s. — — +I +1I +*** —n.s. +n.S.
3 +n.s. — — — — — — —

For each character there are 31 such differences available over the various
generations and environments. For final height eight of these differences,
all positive, are significant (P <0.05) while for the flowering time the same
number are significant but one is negative. Thus of the 16 significant
differences detectable in later generations 15 have the same sign as the
original difference between the F, reciprocal crosses. For both characters
there is, therefore, evidence of the persistence of the difference found between
the F, reciprocal crosses for up to two further generations, i.e. to generations
of which the original parents of the F, reciprocal families are the great-
grandparents.

To determine the degree of persistence we can compare the mean mag-
nitude of the differences between reciprocal crosses for generations in which
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the inbred varieties (2 and 12) are parents, grandparents and great-
grandparents. Because of the interaction of the reciprocal differences with
the environment (table I and section 2) and because not all generations
were raised in all environments we must restrict these comparisons to
environments in which the relevant generations were grown together. For
1956, 1969 sowings 1 and 2 and 1970 sowing 2, we have a complete set of
five further generations in addition to the F1. These six generations fall
into three groups in which the inbred varieties are the parents (F1 families),
the grandparents (F2 families) and the great-grandparents (F3, F2 x P12,
F2 x P2 and F2 x F1 families) respectively. The mean difference between
reciprocal crosses and their standard errors for each of these three groups
for each character are given in table 5. It is quite clear from table 5 that

TABLE 5

The mean dffference between reciprocal F1 families and families derived from them for which the inbred
varieties are grandparents and great-grandparents, respectively, in 1956, 1969 sowings 1 and 2 and

1970 sowing 2, for final height and flowering time (symbols as for table 1)

Inbred varieties Inbred varieties Inbred varieties
parents grandparents great-grandparents

Final height 8.38±246* —061±301 n.s. 3.26±O.41***
Flowering time 5O5± 1.57* l-58±2'80 n.s. O.84±O.22**

while we can still detect differences between families derived from different
reciprocal F1 families, the magnitude of these differences are on average
relatively small compared with those in the F1. For example, for flowering
time only 31 per cent, of the difference on average persists to the grand-
progeny and 17 per cent. to the great-grandprogeny, while for final height
the level of persistence is higher in the great-grandprogeny but is zero, if
not negative, in the grandprogeny. Thus the difference between reciprocal
F1 families diminishes in the generations derived from them, i.e. it is transient.

(ii) Differences between reciprocal crosses in other generations

Only one of the generations derived from the reciprocal F1 families,
namely B2, was itself made reciprocally (F1 x P2 and P2 x F1) and then
in one season, 1956, only. For neither final height nor flowering time is
there a significant difference between these reciprocal B2 families. Since,
however, only one difference between reciprocal crosses out of the six com-
parisons available in this season was significant, this single test is hardly
conclusive.

(iii) Models and tests

In the second sowing in 1970 all the 26 families listed in table 6 are
available and in 1956 and sowings 1 and 2 of 1969 the first 16 families are
available plus an additional reciprocal B2 family in 1956 (see section 3 (ii)).
For these three sets of data we have sufficient information to test the adequacy
of alternative models for the determination of the family means, including
the differences between the means of reciprocal pairs of families, and to test
the assumptions underlying these models.

Any adequate model must specify the contribution of the progeny geno-
type to the family means as well as that of the maternal or paternal parent.
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Previous investigations of this cross, which have been solely concerned with
the contribution of the progeny genotype, show that the control of both
characters is complex, including additive and dominance gene action and
epistatic interaction (Jinks, 1956; Jinks and Jones, 1958; Jinks and Perkins,
1970). The specification of the progeny genotypic contribution must, there-
fore, include these effects. Since no test for linkage between interacting
genes was available in these earlier experiments, this possibility must also
be examined. Expectation for the means of the 26 kinds of families available
in the present data which include interactions between two and three loci
at a time and for linkage between pairs of such loci have been described
along with tests for detecting their presence (Jinks and Perkins, 1969).

A specification of maternal effects which assume that they arise from
the additive and dominance action of genes of the maternal genotype and
analyses which provide tests of this assumption have been described by
Barnes (1968), Fulker (1970), Mather and Jinks (1971) and Hay (1972).
A general model which would allow for persistence over two or more
generations would need to specify in addition:

(i) epistatic effects of the maternal genotype;
(ii) persistence of the maternal effect at any level over any number of

generations, i.e. maternal line effects;
(iii) interaction between progeny genotype and maternal effect;
(iv) the corresponding items for a paternal effect arising from the action

and interaction of genes of the paternal genotype;
(v) interaction between the maternal and paternal effects.

The specification of items (i) and (iii) have been discussed by Mather
andJinks (1971).

Because the simple additive-dominance model of maternal effects was
inadequate for the present data, expectations have been derived and fitted
to these data which include all five additional sources of variation. Their
complexity rules out a full description here. We shall, therefore, confine
our presentation to those sources of variation which were necessary to arrive
at the simplest, adequate model, namely items (ii), (iv) and (v).

Expectations which include these effects are given in table 6 for all
available kinds of families. Seventeen parameters are required. Five, dm,
dgm, dggm, hm and hgm specify the additive (d) and dominance (h) maternal
(m) grandmaternal (gm) and great-grandmaternal (ggm) contributions,
while two dp and hp are corresponding paternal (p) contributions. The ten
remaining are all the interactions between maternal line and paternal effects
that could arise among these 26 kinds of family. By analogy with the speci-
fication of the interactions among non-allelic genes in the progeny genotype
we have used i to symbolise the interaction between an additive maternal
line effect and an additive paternal effect; j for the interaction between
an additive effect of one parent and a dominance effect of the other and I
for the interaction between a dominance maternal line effect and a domin-
ance paternal effect.

On the basis of these expectations a number of tests have been devised
(table 7). These tests are expected to be non-significant in the absence of
one or more of the effects specified. If significant, one or more of these
effects are present. For example, the first set of four tests in table 7 are
expected to be non-significant in the absence of maternal, grandmaternal
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TABLE 7

Tests of the likeliest causes offailure of a simple additive-dominance model of the family means in the N. rustica data

Test

F,[(12x2)s]+[F2[(2x 12)s]xF1(2x 12)]—F,[(2x 12)s]
—[fF,[(12x2)s]xF1(12x2)] = 0
[F2[(12 x 2)s] x 121 + 1*F2[(12 x 2)s] x 2]— [F2[(2 x 12)s}
x12]—fF(2x12)s]x2] = 0
F2{(12 x 2)s] + F2[(2 x 12)s]— [F5[(12 x 2)s] x F1(12 x 2)]
— [F2[(2 x 12)s]F1(2 x 12)] = 0
kB1[(12 x 2) x 12] +B,[(2 x 12) x 2] +F2[(12 x 2)s]
+F2[(2x 12)s]—[kF2[(12 x2)s] x 12]—[JF5[(2 x 12)sx 12]
—[F,[(12x 2)s] x2]—[1F2[(2x 12)s] x2]—[F2(12 x 2)s]

xF1(12x2)]—[F2[(2x 12)s]xF1(2x12)] 0

[F2[(12x2)s] xF,(12x2)]+[F2[(2x 12)s] xF1(2x 12)]

—F2[(12x2)s]bip]—[F2[(2x 12)s]bip] = 0

* pused as a coefficient is the recombination frequency, elsewhere it symbolises a paternal effect.

and great-grandmaternal effects. The likeliest cause of significance in the
present data are indicated alongside the tests. But significance could arise
from more complex maternal, grandmaternal and great-grandmaternal
contributions including interactions of these with the progeny genotype.
Nevertheless, by examining the pattern of significances over all the tests it
is possible to arrive at a minimal set of causes.

Likeliest causes of significance

1. Maternal line effects

(a) [dgm]

(b) [dggm]

(c) [hm] +flm] — 2[hgm]

(d) [hmj + [lm] — 2[hgm]

2. Paternal effects and linkage of pairs
of interacting genes
(a) [hp] +[lp] and

*1pi] — [p2j] + {p3j] + 1[p1] —4{p2111
+{p'l] —3[p°l] + 3[p51] — [p61]

*

3. Xon-allelic interactions (trigenic) in
progeny genotype
(a) [iabc] +i[ja/bc]

(b) -j0fiabc}

4. Xon-allelic interactions (trigenic) in
progeny genotype and maternal line x
paternal interactions
(a) [jab/c] + [labc] and

—2[ip/m] — [ip/ggm]

5. Maternal line effectx progeny genotype
interaction and maternal line x paternal
interaction
(a) [d.dggm] and 2[iplggm}

(b) 4{d.hm] + [h.dm] — [d.hgm] and
[jpfm] — 2[jp/gm] — 2[jgm/p]
— 2[jggm/p]

(c) [h.dggm] and — [jggm/p]

(d) [h.dggmj and —[jggm/p]

P1(12) —P5(2) x 2) x 12] x 12] x 2)
x 12] x x 12) x2] x2] = 0

B[(12x2)x12]—B2[(2x12)x2]—2[B1[(12x2)x 12]
xF1(12x2)]+2[B2[(2x12)x2]xF1(2x 12)] = 0

+F1(12x2)+F1(2x

0

[F2[(l2x2)s]x12]—[F2{(12x2)s]x2]—[F2(2x l2)s]

x12]++[F2[(2x12)s]x2] = 0

B1[(12 x 2) x 12] —B2[(2 x 12) x 2] —F2[(12 x 2)s] +F2{(2 x 12)s]
—[F,[(12x2)s]x 12]+[F2[(l2x2)s]x2]—[F2[(2x 12)s]
x 12]+[F2[(2 x l2)s] x 2] = 0
2[F2[(12 x 2)s] x F1(12 x 2)] —2[F2[(2 x 12)s] x F1(2 x 12)]
—2F,[(12 x 2)s]s+2F3[(2 x 12)s]s = 0

[F5[(12x2)s] xF1(12x2)}—[F2[(2x 12)s] xF1(12x2)J
+[F2[(12 x 2)s]bip] — [F2{(2x 12)s]bip] —2F3{(12 x 2)s]s

+2F3[(2x l2)s]s = 0
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The results of applying these tests to the final height and flowering time
data of 1956, 1969 sowings 1 and 2 and 1970 sowing 2 are summarised in
tables 8 and 9 respectively. None of the tests applicable to 1956 is significant.

TABLE 8

The results of applying the tests in table 7 to the final height data (ymbols as in table 1)

Test 1956 1969 sowing 1 1969 sowing 2 1970 sowing 2

la 404±500n.s. —158±152 n.s. ..5.48±1.78** —163±202 n.s.
b 075±211 n.s. 2.79±0.73*** 2.15±0.96* 1•35±0•94 n.s.
c 10•45±1001 n.s. — — —
d — 212± 1•90 n.s. 074±227 n.s. 1•13±2•48 n.s.

2a — — — —523±3'03 n.s.
3a — — — 425±281 n.s.
b —470±522 n.s.

4a — — — 10.36±3.38**
5a 290±422 n.s. —274±146 n.s. 0•44± 191 n.s. 258±188 n.s.
b — 511±311 n.s. —605±386n.s. —621±416n.s.
c —0•64±19•57 n.s. _13.27±647* —182±805 n.s. —
d — — — —2•72±533 n.s.

TABLE 9

The results of applying the tests in table 7 to the flowering time data (symbols as in table 1)

Test 1956 1969 sowing 1 1969 sowing 2 1970 sowing 2

la 497±321 n.s. —025±045 n.s. 100±066 n.s. —110±067 n.s.
b —0•06±085 n.s. 0•18±0•23 n.s. 018±0•41 n.s. 1.42±0.29***
c 967± 643 n.s. — — —
d — _1.87±0.55*** _4.60±0.88*** 152±083 n.s.

2a — — — —089± 1.00 n.s.
3a — _5.70±1.19***
b — —298±1•91 n.s.

4a — — — _4.73±1.35***
5a 013±169 n.s. 006±047 n.s. 135±083 n.s. —085±057 n.s.
b — 3.73±0.80*** 266± 143 n.s. 047± 1'41 n.s.
c —085 8•22 n.s. _6.96±2.08*** — 10•30±3.73** —
d — — — _5.14±2.16*

This is not surprising since only one out of seven comparisons of reciprocal
family means, namely that of the F1, was significant for either character in
this season (tables 1, 3 and 4). A simple additive-dominance model of the
reciprocal differences is, therefore, adequate within the errors of the family
means of the 1956 experiment.

For final height in the remaining three experiments (table 8) there is
more consistent evidence of a positive great-grandmaternal effect (test 1 b)
than of a negative grandmaternal effect (test 1 a). This agrees with the
earlier analysis in table 5. Although, in table 8 (tests la and lb) the sig-
nificances are attributed to additive gene action, more complex causes
involving interactions are not ruled out and are even suggested by the
reversal in sign and magnitude. The tests for dominance and dominance
interaction contributions to the maternal effect (tests lc and ld) are not
significant but they are consistently positive in sign. The non-significance
of test 2a suggests that neither paternal effects nor linked pairs of interacting
genes are important in these data. Equally tests 3a and 3b appear to rule
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out significant contributions from trigenic interactions. As a result the sig-
nificance of test 4a which detects both trigenic interactions and interactions
between maternal line and paternal contributions is marginally in favour
of the presence of the latter. The presence of maternal line x paternal inter-
actions is also consistent with the significance of test 5c (1969, sowing 1)
which could, however, also indicate the presence of maternal line x progeny
genotype interactions. Since the inconsistency between the maternal and
great-grandmaternal effects on the one hand and the grandmaternal effects
on the other also suggest some form of interaction the minimum model
would appear to require either a maternal line x paternal interaction or a
maternal line x progeny genotype interaction.

The overall picture for flowering time is similar although the interactions
appear to be more complex or stronger. Thus dominance and dominance
interactions as well as additive gene action appear to be involved in the
maternal line effects (tests ld, 1969) and trigenic interactions in the con-
tribution of the progeny genotype (test 3a). The evidence for either a
maternal line x paternal interaction or of a maternal line x progeny genotype
interaction is also stronger (tests 5b, 5c and 5d).

The 1970 sowing 2 experiment alone provides sufficient family means
for an investigation of the adequacy of models of the complexity indicated
by the tests in tables 8 and 9. Additive and dominance gene action and
digenic and trigenic interactions appear to be necessary for the contribution
of the progeny genotype along with additive, dominance and dominance
interaction contributions of the maternal, grandmaternal and great-
grandmaternal genotypes which interact with either the progeny genotype
or a paternal effect.

Models specifying all these contributions have been fitted to the 26
family means using weighted least-squares procedures. The consequences
of including less likely components in the models such as those which
specify the contributions of grandpaternal and great-grandpaternal effects,
epistatic interactions of the maternal genotype and linkage of pairs of inter-
acting genes in the progeny genotype have also been investigated. Having
found a model which minimised the x2 testing the goodness of fit of the
observed and expected family means, parameters were progressively elimin-
ated, starting with the least significant, until a model was obtained in which
all remaining parameters were significant and the x2 non-significant. By
this procedure we arrive at a model which is the simplest possible in terms
of the kinds of gene action and interactions specified and in terms of the
number of parameters involved that is both adequate and includes only
essential parameters. Estimates of the parameters of the models which meet
these criteria for the two characters are given in table 10. Because [dJ and
2[dm] and {d] and 2[dp] are completely correlated over the 26 expectations
they cannot be individually estimated and appear in this table as the sums
of the pairs of parameters (see Jinks and Perkins, 1969).

Reference to table 10 shows that the simplest adequate models for final
height and flowering time are essentially the same. Both contain contri-
butions from the progeny genotype, the maternal line genotype and maternal
line x paternal interactions. They differ only in the kinds of gene action
and interaction involved within these three classes of contributions. Before
discussing the models further it is important to know whether other, equally
satisfactory models exist, This is a real possibility when a large number
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of parameters are involved many of which are correlated. Two of the most
closely related sets of parameters are those which specify maternal line x
progeny genotype interactions and maternal line x paternal interactions. We
have already noted that these cannot be readily distinguished on any of the
individual tests in tables 7, 8 and 9. This is not surprising when one con-
siders that the maternal line component is common to both and the paternal

TABLE 10

Final height

Estimate P1
l3547 + 2.74***

—3965+ 13.92**
— l532+ 3.75***

Progeny genotype —
10015+ 18.39***

_22.94±8.53**

Mixed 5 [d]+2[dm] 2703 6.43*** — l271 0.84***

ljdJ+2[dp] 3321 8.09*** —15.20±0.88***

(fr/gm] 5.74±l.90**
Maternal line J [dggm] —

genotype ) [hm} 19.72±3.97***
L[hgm] ll.85±l.69***

l27 0.35***
—063 + 0.22**
—3•38+ l•ll''

1 P34± 044*9

—233± 0.36***

l458 for 11 d.f. n.s. l356 for 14 d.f. n.s.

For definitions of parameters see section 3 and for probability levels see table 1.

component also specifies half the parental contribution to the progeny geno-
type. It was anticipated, therefore, that models which substituted the pro-
geny genotype interaction for the paternal interaction would come nearest
to providing satisfactory alternatives. For final height this proved to be the
case. This substitution alone of all the alternatives gave a model which
met the earlier criteria of adequacy. It required, however, an additional
three parameters. For flowering time, neither this substitution nor any
other was a satisfactory alternative model. Thus only the paternal inter-
action model is adequate for both characters and it has been accepted as
the better of the two models for this reason.

The contribution of the progeny genotype to the family means is much
as expected from earlier analyses of the two characters. This is not so,
however, for the contribution of the genotypes of the maternal line and the
paternal parent. The signs of the original differences between the means
of reciprocal families suggested maternal determination for final height and

Estimates of the parameters of the adequate modeisforfinal height
and flowering time and the tests of their goodness offit

Parametert
m

[h]
[i]

-' [j]
I [1J

Liabc]

Flowering time
- (

Estimate P
73.96 0.52***

— l877± l.85***

12 17 3.39***
l09l l.79***

139 02 * **

tip/mi
[ip/gm]
[ip/ggm]
[jpfm
[jm/p]
[fp/gm]
[jgm/p]
[jggnfp]

Maternal line x
paternal inter-
actions

Goodness of fit 2

l323

288± Q.69***
— 1237
— ll.33±4.04**

—791 ±2.42**
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paternal determination for flowering time (tables 2, 3 and 4). The models
(table 10) suggest that both maternal line and paternal contributions as
well as interactions between them are involved in the determination of
both characters—any difference between the characters being one of degree
rather than of kind.

Although strict maternal determination still appears to be the commonest
mode of cytoplasmic inheritance there are now a number of instances where
both parents participate but to different extents (see Jinks, 1964, for a
review). Given, therefore, that chromosomal gene products in the cyto-
plasm behave like cytoplasmic determinants in their transmission, there are
clearly opportunities for the products of the genotypes of both the maternal
and paternal parents to influence their progeny. Indeed, it may well be that
where maternal determination has been reported on the basis of the direction
of the difference between reciprocal F1 families further breeding may reveal,
as it appears to have done in the X. rustica experiments, a lesser paternal
contribution.

4. Dnscrtn"rros AND EXPLANATIONS

Three properties of the differences between the reciprocal F1 families
and of the further generations derived from them are largely responsible
for the finding that the only satisfactory interpretation appears to be one
involving maternal line effects, paternal effects and interactions between
them. These are:

(1) the greater resemblance of reciprocal F1 families to their paternal
than to their maternal parent for flowering time;

(ii) the presence of significant reciprocal differences in families derived
from the reciprocal F1 families by selfing and back-crossing;

(iii) the greater significance of the reciprocal difference, and for final
height the change in sign of this difference, in families of which the
inbred varieties are great-grandparents compared with those of
which they are grandparents.

Taken together, these properties and hence their interpretation are
unique. The results of reciprocal crosses among inbred maize varieties
recently reported by Garwood et al. (1970) are, however, very similar as
far as they go. They found, for example, that for some characters, such as
oil content, the reciprocal differences were often consistent with a maternal
control while for others, such as plant and ear height, the reciprocal crosses
showed a stronger resemblance to their paternal parent. Furthermore, the
direction of the difference in oil content between the reciprocal F1 families
was reversed in the F2 families derived from them. There is, therefore, a
correspondence on the one hand between oil content in maize and final
height in Jf. rustica, and on the other, between plant and ear height in maize
and flowering time in JV. rustica.

The comprehensiveness of the survey of possible models that preceeded
the choice of the one presented as the best leaves little doubt that it provides
a formally correct description of the X. rustica data and presumably of the
maize data also. The explanation of the underlying genetical control, how-
ever, may well involve factors which are not part of these analyses. Thus
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no explanation would be complete which failed to take into account the
positive correlation between final height and flowering time which appears
to be widespread in JV. rustica. Varieties 2 and 12 are unusual in this respect
in that variety 12 is both the taller and the earlier flowering, hence these
two varieties stand in reverse relationship to this general correlation.
Nevertheless, in respect of the environmentally produced variation within
these two inbred varieties and their F1 and the environmentally and gene-
tically produced variation in the segregating generations of this cross the
more usual positive correlation is observed. It appears, therefore, that the
general rule that anything which makes a plant or family taller also makes
it flower later applies to these two varieties and the generations derived
from crosses between them.

Maternal control of the reciprocal differences in this cross would have
given families which are taller and earlier flowering with variety 12 as the
mother compared with the reciprocal cross. That variety 12 as the mother
produces families which are taller and later flowering than the reciprocal
cross could, therefore, be explained in terms of the positive correlation
between the two characters. Evidence that this correlation is operating
among the reciprocal F1 families for the environmentally produced variation
can be found at two levels. Within each reciprocal F1 family within each
of the 18 experiments there are positive regressions of flowering time on
final height. These regressions are homogeneous over reciprocal families
in each experiment but heterogeneous over experiments, the mean regression
coefficient being 0l9 (P<0001). This mean value is not significantly
different from the regression of the magnitude of the reciprocal difference
for flowering time on that for final height over the eighteen experiments
(0.22, P <0.001). Neither of these linear regressions, however, accounts for
all the significant variation in flowering time and there are no indications
that the variation unaccounted for is due to quadratic or higher order com-
ponents of regression. We can use the significant linear regression to test
the hypothesis that there would be no mean difference between reciprocal
crosses for flowering time in the absence of such differences for final height.
For a zero difference in final height the expected mean difference for flower-
ing time is 264 l39 days. While this is positive and hence shows a residual
paternal effect it is not convincingly significantly different from zero (P =
0.10— 0.05). Thus all the reciprocal differences for flowering time apart
from the random deviation from the linear regression appear to be account-
able as the correlated consequences of the reciprocal differences for final
height. It could also be argued that these random deviations result from
the significant differences in the relationship between the two characters
within different experiments which were noted earlier. It is conceivable,
therefore, that all the reciprocal differences for flowering time and hence all
the resemblance to the paternal parent of the cross for this character could
be explained as a correlated response of the maternal effect on final height.
Since we are arguing from correlations it can, of course, equally be argued
that the maternal effect on final height can be etplained as a correlated
response to the paternal effect on flowering time. The relative frequencies
of proven cases of maternal as opposed to paternal effects is, however, over-
whelmingly against this alternative. While, therefore, the models presented
in section 3 (iii) of this paper give a formally correct description of the
inheritance of flowering time and final height in the cross between varieties
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2 and 12 and provide the basis for making predictions it seems likely that,
if allowance could be made for the correlations between the two characters,
nothing of the reciprocal differences for flowering time, which are difficult
to account for in conventional terms, would remain to be explained. Clearly,
if the reciprocal differences for flowering time merely reflect those for final
height this is a further reason for preferring the only model, namely, that
involving maternal line effects and maternal line x paternal interactions,
that equally and satisfactorily describes both characters.

5. SUMMARY

1. The means of the reciprocal F1 families of the cross between varieties
2 and 12 of JYicotiana rustica differ significantly for final height and flowering
time in the majority of the 18 experiments in which they have been compared.

2. These differences persist at reduced levels for at least two further
generations of selling and back-crossing of the original reciprocal F1 families
although for final height they are more pronounced after two further
generations than after one.

3. The signs of the differences between reciprocal family means relative
to those of the differences between the parental varieties in the same experi-
ment suggest a maternal effect on final height and a paternal effect on
flowering time in most experiments.

4. On the assumption that the reciprocal differences arise from the
delayed action of maternal or paternal genes, models have been con-
structed which specify the contributions of maternal, grandmaternal, great-
grandmaternal and paternal genotypes, maternal line x progeny genotype
interactions and maternal line x paternal interactions to the means of the
26 kinds of families available in the most extensive of the 18 experiments.

5. On the basis of these specifications tests have been devised which
detect any deviation from a model accounting for the reciprocal differences
involving only the additive and dominance action of maternal genes.

6. A combination of these tests and model fitting by weighted least
squares procedures has led to the elucidation of the simplest model which
will adequately account for both the final height and flowering time data.

7. For both characters this model includes contributions from the pro-
geny genotype, maternal line genotype, paternal genotype and interactions
of the maternal line and paternal contributions.

8. Evidence and arguments are presented that suggest that the reciprocal
differences for flowering time, which lead to a greater resemblance to the
paternal than to the maternal parent of a cross, arise as a positively cor-
related response to the reciprocal differences for final height.
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